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$j I, Introduction 
For the purples of this pager we understand by a ckxed category the following 
CgXJeCtiQn of &ta: 
0 i a Weasry r; 
[ii) functors0: r>c E+ rand I, ): v”pX E-t f+‘; 
(iii) an abject I of y; 
(iv) natural isomorphisms 
axa~BC:(AlCEPB)f8)C4AQP(B(X1G), 
c=cAB: A@B-d!?OA ; 
(v) natural transformations (in the generalized sense of [I] ) 
d=dAB: A + [B, AOB) , 
The axioms ta be satisfied by these data are that, for all A, B, C, II E E the follow- 
ing diagrams should commute: ,* 
C2 
C3 3 
c4 
cs 
C6 
(BCg,A)@C---+11@(AQDC)- B@&‘QbA) 
a mc 
Such a closed category, which we denote by the single letter p, is not essentially 
different from what was &led in [ 2) a “symmetric monoidal closed category”. In 
Qarticulat WC have a natural isomorphism 
indeed the ctommutativity of t‘5 and Cf, is exactly the condition that the natur.:! 
transformations x and IJ‘ t defined by (I. 1 j and ( t 2) should be mutually invcrsc. 
ff w-rt ~tit [ + ] , d, and 41 from the data and CS and C6 from the axioms, WC 
obtain the description of what we shall call a rr7c~rwi&zic c~tegq~. (This was called 
a “symmetric monaidal category” in (21, put WC shall consider no other krnd.) 
The axioms C I-42 ate exactly (‘sea: 19) and [S] ) what is needed to ensure that the 
natural timorphisms a, b, c are cdwnw~ in the *sense of [9] . Roughly speaking, 
this means that any diagram will commute if (as in the diagrams C1 --4X) each arrow 
is a natural komurphism anufaet uted from 1, a, b, r, a- l, b’ I, c-l by taking rc- 
peated @products. Another example of such a diagram would be 
Em 
, i c 
! 
(AW')W3 --dW!P---- (A(ED+B)@I 
bat b-’ 
Note that coherence asserts equality of Iwltu~l tmz~fomutkm, and not of ntorphisms 
in ,V except insofar as these are components of natural transformations; thus it does 
not assert hat c: A 0 A +A @A and 1: A @A -+A @A coincide, these being contpo- 
nentsof quite different natural transformationsc: A@B+B@Aand 1: AQPB-MQDB. 
The question naturatHy arises whether the analogous coherence resuft holds for a 
clioserl category: does a diagram commute if each arrow is a natural transformation 
manufactured from I, u* b, c, c 1 I b’( d, d, e by th\c use of@ and 1 , ] 1 Evidence 
that smne?hing of this kind is true was provided by the partial results in this direc- 
tiotr due to Epstein 13) (cf. also MacDonald [8] )% and by the mass of diagrams proved 
to be commutative in [ 21. Nevertheless the answer to the question as asked is 
negative. Write k~ : A -+ [[A, 11, I] for the natural transformation given by the 
composite 
then it is easy to see that the diagram 
(1.3) 
commutes; however the diagram 
does not commute in general. For if (1.4) commuted BS wet1 as (1.3), $A, 1 J wahi 
be an isomorphism; but this is not so when ,V is the category of real vector spaces 
with the usual (85 and f v 1, in whj;tsh case kA is the usual embedding of a vector space 
into its double dual. 
It is the chief purpose of the prmnt pqxr to show that we do get a coherence 
result of the desired kind provided that we impose are?&Sun ot’l the functors 
which form the “vertices” off the diagram: in the formation of these functors WC 
must never write [T, S] where S(like I in the example above) is a covrstunt functor, 
unless T too is a constant functor. Both of the diagrams (1.3) and (1.4), then, escape 
this modified coherence r sult, as they stand; but (1.3) can equally well be written 
with G vartiabte B in place of I, and then the result applies. Diagram (I .4) teas-es to
mtake sense, 4s Q diagrarpr of natural tmnsfumtfo~s, if we repiace / by a variable 8, 
and in fact as we have seen does not cummute in general; but we could replace A in 
( t-4) by the constant I, and then our result applies and in this special case (1.4) 
commutes. The fuH statement of our results is givern i 92 below. 
The method we have used is inspired by the waIrk of Lambek [6,71, who decals 
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with a similar probiem for a structure closely retated to a closed category but differ- 
ing from it in certain essential ways. (In particular, Lambek’s tructures lack the 
f’symmetry isomorphism” C, and this does seem to make an essentiai difference.) 
From his work wet have learnt the possibility of replacing c~~~positinn of morphisms 
in a closed category by other processes of combination more adapted to proofs by 
induction. By his own artct~~~nt, Lambek himself came to recognize this possibility 
by generalizing the work of Gentzen, whose scheme for eliminating the “cut” in 
certain logical systems (see [4] ) is essentMEy a special case of the above elimination 
of composition. An essentii\l step in our 96 below, the proof that what we there 
calf “constxucfible morphisms”’ are c&ed under camposition, does not yield to a 
direct inductive argument - one must go round about and pruve instead our Propo- 
sition 6.4; and this trick too we learnt frum Lambek’s work, These essential insights 
leave US heavily in Lktmbek”s debt. For the rest, however, our results differ consider- 
ably from those of Lambek, being expressed iJ4 the context of the generalized natural 
transfotmatitlns introduced in [I] $ with which the reader is supposed to be familiar_ 
5 2. Statemerrt of resuhs 
For a particular closed category c/, the functors T, 2 ,V X Pp X !! + r/l &Well 
by T(A , B, c) = A @ (B, Cl and S(A, B, c) = [[A, Bl l q + m&&t fortuitouslY coin- 
cide; they do so, in fact, if l is the category with one object and one morphism 
(and atso in tess t&al cases). Since for our inductive arguments it is essential that 
each such functor be assigned a ~UF&, and since the above two functors are to have 
different ranks, it is clear that rank should bei an attribute not of tk fuflctw its such 
but of its formal expression. We proceed to introduce these formal expressions 
under the name of shapes 
We define shapes, without reference to any particular closed category, by the 
following inductive rules: 
Sl / is a shape. 
S2 1 is a shape. 
S3 If T and S are shapes there is a shape T Q9 S. 
s4 If T and S are shapes there is a shape [T, S] . 
Shapes, therefore, are formai expressions involving IP 1. ,QD, and [ , 1, with paren- 
theses where necessary; for instance [l,ll Qp [Iv (I@ l) @ 11 is a shape. 
We define a stm&rbfe-set to be a totally-ordered finite set X, ptnvidcd with a 
function called variance, from X to the two-element set {covariant, contravariantb . 
Define the 0r&n01 WPI X i Y of two variable-sets X and Y to be the disjoint union 
X + Y of X and Y, so ordered th.at X and Y retain their orders and that every x E X 
precedes every _v E Y, and with the variance oft E X 3 Y being its variance in X or 
in Y 3s the case may be. Define the twisted SUM XT Y to be the same totally- 
ordered set as X i Y, but with the variance oft E X 7 Y being its varianse in Y 
when t E Y and the opposite of its variance in X when t E X. 
With each shape T is associated a variable-set ~(7’) calied the set c~f~wnid&.r of 
T. This is defined inductively by the rules: 
VI u(l) is the empty set, 
v2 HI) is a chosen one-element set {*I, with * covariant. 
V3 u(TQOS) = u(T) + u(s). 
v4 ti[T.~])=tiT)~uls). 
In many con)exts it is convenient o suppose that u(T), if it has Al elements, is 
actualIy the set [ I, 2, . . . . rt3. We can accomplish this under the above conventims 
if we take { + ) to be { 11, and if we agree that the disjoint union of { 1, . . . . n ) and 
0 9 “‘9 td is { f , . ..) n +m) with the given sets embedded as the complementary 
sets { 1, . . . . n)and (n+l , l , n+m} . We also, however, want to speak of tU) and 
v(s) as being disjoint complementary subsets of u(T) + v(s); the reader will recognhe 
that we are then speaking of the imptgtcs of u(T) and U(S) in u(T~ t u@T). 
If T ad S are shapes we ddke a gmph e : T + S to be a fiied-poin t-free involu- 
tion on the disjoint union u(‘/3 + u(s), with the property that mates under 5 have 
Opposite variances in the hvisted sum v(T) &@‘j. Given graphs 6: jy --+ S and 
rl: s + Rq we define a composite graph q[: T + R as fotlows: different elements 
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x,y E u(T) + u(R) arc mates under ~6 if and only if there is a sequence x = tO, I*, .._, 
5 =y. with each + E u(T) + d)(S) + u(R), such that, for each i, ti_ 1 and ti are mates 
either urrdcr [ or under Q. Then qe is indeed a graph, and this law of composition 
is associative. Moreover for each shape 7’ there is an evident identity graph 1: T -+ T, 
so that shapes and graphs form a category 112. 
Two gnpks g: T 4 S, r): S -+ R are said to be cumpntdb~~ if there is no sequence 
tt* t21 “‘S PZr V - > 1) of elements of u(S) such that tzi_ 1 a,nd tzi are mates under F 
for 1 5 i 5 r, tzi and tzj+l are mates under Q for 1 5 i 5 r - 1 9 and tzr and tl are 
mates under q, 
The definitions of composition of graphs and of compatibility of graphs become 
mote perspicuous if we consider a graph e: T + S to be a graph in the literal sense, 
with the disjoint union u(T) + u(S) as its vertex-set, and with one edge (or lin&e) 
joining each pair af mates under )* The tinkages in the graph @ are then what we 
get by following alternately the linkages of g and of q, ignoring any closed loops 
that may arise; and 5 and 11 are compatible when in fact no closed loops do arise. 
AU this is treated in &ail in [ 11. 
if F: T -+ T’ and 9: S + S’ are graphs, we can define a graph t Qb q: TQD S --* 
T’QPS’ by taking the linkages in t&7”) + u(S) + u(T’) + u(S’) to be those of) to- 
ether with those of q. Similarly we.can define a graph f& Q] : [T’, S] + [T, S’) . 
ft is easy ta verify that Qp and [ , ] are thereby made into functors G X G --+ G and 
GQKN G --I G, respectively. 
For any shapes T, S, R there are evident graphs 
it is easy to verify that these are natural transformations (natural isomorphisms in
the case of a, & y), and that G becomes ac\osed category if we take these as its 
a, b, c, d, e. 
Now ‘Iet x be any etosed category. For each shape T, with u(T) = {it. . . . . i,J 
say (as an antlered set), we define a functar JTI:JJiI X _viz X . . . X Jfj,, + ,V, where 
&r is ,Y or _P according as it is covariant or cantravatiant in u(T). (If u(T) is 
empty then n s 0 and we understand _yil X . . . X _vill to mean the unit category/_ 
with one object and one morphism.) The inductive definition of \ T 1 is the following: 
FI I I 1 is the constant functor I:l+ E. 
F2 I 11 is the identity functor I : If+ cc’. 
F3 f T# S I is the composite fun& - 
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where ~(7’) = (it, .._, in ) and V(S) = {jr ., . . ..j.,). 
117’. S) 1 is the composite functor 
where u(l”) and u(S) are as in F3. 
Let T and S be shapes, with Q(T) = { i, + =.., in ) ad t&S) = { jl, . ..* jrn ) . Then, as 
in [ 1 ] ,, 3 natuml transfomdm f: f T I+ 1 S 1 consists of a graph t : T + S, called 
the graph rf of f; and rnorphisms 
of II, called the components off; here A, = A, whenever x and ,V hire mates under 
& snd for’each such pair of mates there is a rutr~rrrlit,, cortdition to be atisfied by 
these components. (In practice one suppresses, in writing the cumpunents offi sne 
of each pair of equal arguments inflAj 
the remaining arguments as subscripts. 
, . . . . Ai,, AiB, . . . . Ai& and one often writes 
khus one writes eAB: [A, Bj 0 A + B or 
e(A, B), and not e(A. B, A, B).) Ifg: 1st -+ fR 1 is another natural transformation, 
of graph q: S -+ H, and if q and # are amp&de, we can define as in f I j a ccmpo- 
site natural transformation & f Tl --* iR f of graph ~4: T -9 R; the clompJnent 
of gf is the composite of the components 
where A, = A, if x and y are either mates under # or mates under q- In fact we can 
in the present circumstances defme the composite 9fi af graph qt. even when t) and 
t are not compatible, fur we have here a remme not avagable in the more general 
situation of [ 11: we define the components of gfjust as abmm, setting Air = 1 for 
any j/E u(S) which oc~uts in one of the closed loops. That the composite 50 formed 
is still naturai s clear, as we have: merely modifted f and 8 by specializing some of 
the arguments before composing them as in [ 11. This law of composition is asso- 
ciative, and there is an evident identity natural transformation 1: t “rot + f Ti 01 graph 
1: T-d’. 
We can define, therefore, anew category N(r) depending upon E. The objects 
of g(V), like those of G, are to be ail the shapes; amorphismf: T -6 in 1y(r) is 
to be a natural transformation fi 1 TI + 1 S I, which we shaii often call “a naturai 
transformation f: T + S’; and composition in N(K) is to be the above comps~tian 
of natural transformations. We can call d(a “the category of shapes and natural 
transformations for y”; and we shall often abbreviate B(E) toly vwhen II is clear 
from the context. There is an evident functor I’: J+! + G which is the identity on 
objects and which takes each natural transformationf to its graph FJ 
From natural transformations f: T -+ T’ and g : S + S’ of graphs E and q we get 
a natural transformation XCg, g: TCZP S -+ 7% S’ of graph 4 Qp q by taking the compo- 
nents off@ g to be the @-products of the components off and those of g. Similarty 
we get 3 n3tural transformation [A gj : [7”,S] I+ [T, S’] of graph [f,q]. It is easy 
to verify that (85 and [ ,I are thereby made into functors ,N X ,N -+B and AmP X Iy -* 
&; clearly I”+: & -, G commutes with 69 and [ , j . 
For any shapes 11”, S R we get a natural transformation &8TsR : (Tlg) S) @ R + 
TO(SQDR)~~~~~?~~~S~:(TQPS:)(TPR , -+ QD (S(Ip R) by taking the component 
of &mR to be the component 
of ~lt. Then it follows easily that the morphism f+SR of @ is the (T. S, R)-compo 
nent of 3 naturaJ isomorphism between the functors (-bD--)@- and -#(-CD-) of 
&X &X & into &C This natural isomorphism we again call u, and we often write u. 
(T 03) S) (83 R -* TO (S QD R), abbreviating as usual +JR to 4. in the same way we 
define natural isomorphisms b: T@ I + T, c: TCFD S + S # T and natural transfor- 
mationsd: ‘6”-+ IS. TOS] s e: [T, S) Qp T 4, of respective graphs& r, 6, e:, and 
we verify that u, b, e, ri, 4 give to& the structure of a closed category. 
We now have closed categories& --N(r) and c, and 3 functor I? B -+ G which 
is the identity on objects, which commutes with OD and [ ,I, and which sends u, b, 
c, d, e to a, 0, ~,6, IE. ln order to ma 
* 
,atements hat will embrace at once the _ 
chd categories ,N and G, we shaU sup$6se, throughout his paper, that H is some 
closed category with the same objects as G, and that I’: H -+ C is a functor which 
is the identity on objects, which commutes with 0 and [ , ] , and which sends 
a, ii, c, d+ e to at, & 7.45, e. The cases of interest are that where 1y = 4/(y) and r is as 
above, and that where & = G and I’ = 1. 
Chn any such & w~tl define a subcategory of II, whose objects are alf shapes, 
and whose morphisms hall be called the ulkwde morphisms of & These are to be 
the smallest class of morphisms of H satisfying the following five conditions (in 
which T, S, R, .,. denote arbitrary shapes): 
AM 1. For any T, S, R each of the following morphisms i  in the class: 
I:T+T 
u:(TClDS)O[PR+T@(SOR), 
d: T@(S@R)-qTOS)QPR, 
b: TQw+T, 
b-=‘: T-WQW, 
c: TQDS-GQPT, 
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AM2. For any T, S each of the following morphisms is in the class: 
d: T+ [S, TM] , 
e: [T, S] @T-G. 
hhl3. If fi T -+ 1” andg: S + S’ are in the class SC) isf@ g: TO S + T’@ S’. 
AM4.Iffi T+T’andg:S-*S’arcintheclasssois[f,g]: fT’,S] -) fT.S’]. 
AMS. lff: T-G andg: S+R are in the class so is& T+R. 
The allowable morphlsms of E are called the all&~bie graphs, and those of 
/V( V,) are called the allowble matxuul tru.a~fomuztk.ms (for a. It is evident hat t?rc 
functor I*: B 3 a takes aiiowabie natural transformations to aifowabic graphs, since 
those natural transformations fE & for which pfis aUowablc ieariy StisCy 
AM 1 --AMS. 
The first two of our principal results deal with the case $II = $& aand are: 
The proofs will be given in $j? and in 56 respectively. 
Since we shaii be interested or~ty in allow&le natural trmfomtatinns. we SW 
from Theorem 2.2 that there was no reai need to introduti the cumpnsition of in- 
compatible ones; it was merely a convenience w that N could be described ;as a 
category. Our third principal result is: 
Proof. Those allowable graphs g which are haes under I* of ailowabie natural 
transformations satisfy AM1 --AN!!, and therefore constitute the totality of ailow- 
able graphs. 
For our fmi main result we pick out a subset of the shapes called the proper 
shapes. Call a shape Tcmstmt if its set of variables u(T) is empty, Then the proper 
shapes are defmed inductively by: 
PSl I is a proper shape. 
Ps2 1 is a proper shape. 
Ps3 If T and S are proper shapes o is T (Ep S. 
Ps4 If T and S are proper shapes o is [T, S] t unless S is constant and T 
is not constant. 
Our final principal result then is: 
The graof will be given in $7. 
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we are going to build on the known coherence theorem for the mcwidd case, 
proved in [9] and simplified a little in (5) . The p~rpo% ~8 this section is to restate 
. this result in terms entirely anaiogous to those used in 5 2 above, so that it is easifY 
available for ow USC 
We have *en &at we get the description ofa monoidal category fmn hat ofa 
aloud category by omitting the data [ ) 1, d, e and the axioms C5 and CC Ai1 the 
concepts introduced in 8 2 have analogues in the gnonoidal cask as fk#QWS. 
The &apes we need here are those defined by the inductive rules I, s2,53 of’ 
92, omitting s4; we cdl these the &tepd shapps [for It is reasonable to think of@ 
as a kind of multiplication, and of [ ,1 as a kind of dhhi~n). For integral 7’ the 
rules V 1 b V2, V3 suffice to describe the set of variables u(T); clearly each element 
of ~(7’) is covariant. Because of this, a pair of mates under a graph 6: T + S , where 
T and S are integral, consists of an element of ~(7’) and an element of U(S); thus we 
may identify the graph t with the corresponding bijection of UCT) onto U(S). It is 
especially for integral T (where there are no complications of variance) that it is 
’ convenient toidentify u(?), when it has II elermnts, with the ordered set { I, 2, . ..) 
H 1; and we shall do so freely. The integral shapes and the graphs connecting them 
form a full subcategory So of G; we can look upon@ as a functor Go Qp GO + GO, 
and~8oegraphsa:(T@S)@R+TO(S@R), #3: T@I+T, 7: TOS-+S@T 
turn GO into a mono&l category. 
If y is any monoidal category, each integral shape T determines a functor 
fTl:~X . ..X _V+_YbytherufesFl9F2,F3of$2.Sincewecanagairrspeakofa 
natural transformation fi ITI + ISf of graph ): T+S, we have a category /&( Q1 
whose objects are the integral shapes and whose morphisms f: T + S are the natural 
UansformationsJ’: ITI + 1st of arbitrary graph. Like the category &(VJ of $2, 
&( a becomes amonoidal catego,ry with the obvious definitions off@ g and of 
a,& G and there is a functor I’: &( 0 *Go which is the identity on abjeets and 
which sends each natural transformation to its graph. The functor commutes with 
49 and sends a, b, c, to Q, & y. 
In this monoidal case we shaU need to compare the &( 0s for different mono- 
idal categories K If ,Y and E[’ are monoidai categories, a strict mun~.idol fuQmr 
A : y + r’ dd mean a functor that commutes with # and for which & = &, 
Ab = b’, and AC = c’ (where, for example, this last w’i;tion means that &A B = 
c’u ~ a~)= h pafiicuiar, r: _&~(a +& is a strict monoidal functnr. It is ea&y seen 
that a strict mondidal functor A: y-, r’ induces a strict monoidal functar 
!?o(A) : !!t!o( k? d!!o( _v’), which is the identity on objects and which sends the 
natural transformation f: T + S to the natural transformation whose components 
are the images under A of those of J It is further clear that the composite of
r’: !!!o( V,‘) --) Go with &(A) Is I’ : &( 0 + Go. 
For mY mmoid~ category ,V we define the cent& morph&s of E to be the 
smallest CAM of morphisms of r satisfying the conditions AM 1, A&$3, and mfi of 
8 2, where T, S, R, . . . now denote arbitrary objects of c/; since the isomorphisms of
,V satisfy AM 1, AM3 and MU, every central morphism is an isomorphism. These 
central morphisms constitute a subcategory Cent y of r with the same objects as c/; 
clearly Cent E is itself a monoidal category, and the inclusion Cent ,V -+ E is a strict 
monoidaf unctar. It is clear tflat any strict manoidal functor A : y + FL’ carries 
central marphisms of 1 into central morphisms of II’. 
The analogue of Theorem 2.2 fqr the monoidal case is trivially true, for any 
graphs 4: 7’ -+ S and 77: S + R are clearly compatible when T, S and R are integral. 
The analogues of Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 are contiincd in the following result, 
whkh expressers cssentiaily what was proved in 191: 
84. Central morphism in ,&f( y) and in G 
This section will use Theorem 3. I to handle, for a closed category r, that part 
b and 
(TQP [S, RI)@ I -T#([S*R]QOfi- 
P 
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involve in general non-integral shapes. We bring them within the smbit of Thcmm 
3.1 by showing that the central marphisms of H( r) and of si admit an %iternatiw 
description: they arise from the morphisms of Go by the substitution of “G§-irre- 
duciblc”’ or “prime” shapes for the variables. 
We suppose then that ,V is a closed category, and as in 82 we USC H to denote 
either &( V”J or G9 with I’: ,H -+C sending f to its graph in the first cw and being 
the identity in the second case. Since @, being a closed category, is a rnorwidal 
category, we can speak as in 53 of the central morphisms of& it is immediate 
from the definition of these that they are a subset of the allowable morphisms of 
H. Since l’: JV( B + G is a stiict monoidal functor, it takes a central morphi.rm of 
Ly(E j (which we shall call a cerzt~& rzutrrrol tramfomtimt) to a central morphism 
of G (which we shall call a centt&pzph). As E will be fixed, we shaU abbreviate 
&(II) toIv. 
If P is any integral shape we have as in g3, since& is a monoidal category, a 
functor IPf : @ X . . . X u + H. Thus for arbitrary shapes X, , . . . . X,, (where n is 
the number of elements of u(P)) we get a shape jPI(&, ._.* XJ, and for arbitrary 
morphisms fi : Xi 
V%x;. ..*, 
* Xi in B we get a morphism fPi(fi, . ..* &): if 1/X1, .. . . X,) + 
x;) in& It is evident hat IPf(Xt, . . . . X,) is the same shape whether 
we take H to be 8 or ,G1 and that I‘( IPl(fi, “.., f@)J = {Pi(rf, t _ rf,). 
Mwk P. Q be integral shapes. A graph g: P+ Q may bLt identified with a bi- 
jection of UIP) onto v(Q) and hence, if@) and u(Q) have n elements, with a per- 
mutation [ of { 1 ~=.-,n}-Asin§3wehaveauniqueIFlk!:P-,QinCent,NaCt?l) 
of graph & We can write its typical component as 
it is a morphism of &. 
Proposition 4.1. For my graph t : P + Q between i~~tegml shapes P, Q and for an#v 
shqpeS X, , . . . . X,, the morphism (4~1) of H is cent& 
Roof. Consider the fatly of all those graphs 5 in & for which (4.1) is indeed 
cent.raJ in &f for all XI, . . . . X,,; it suffiies to show that this family satisfies AMl. 
AM43 and AM, for then it contains Cent GO which, by Theorem 3.1, is all of Go. 
Now this family satisfies AMI because [ait;r = a, etc.; it satisfies AM3 because 
the components 0f It Qp 7jlti = I& # f ~1~ are the tensor products of the compo- 
nents of \siH and those of &; and it satisfies AM5 because the components of 
tsUH = l&J&, are the con@xites of certain components of [qlH and of itIM. 
Since, azi-iwe iiiw in $3, N0(19) takes \g j,y to I# t G_, it follows from the definition 
It is easy to calculate t&(x,, .‘., X,1. First, it is clear by induction that the 
variable-set u(IPI(X,, . . . . x,,, is ~r(Xt ) 3 a<* g u(X,,). 
lProposition 4.2. The gmph 
hoof. Again it suffices to shawl that the family of those E: in Go for which this is 
true sati&ks AM 1 s AM3, and AM% the verifications are immediate. 
We nuw proceed to show that all the central morphisms of H are obtainable in 
the form (4.1). Defoe the prime &apes to be the shape t and all shapes of the 
fotm f2: S] . It fdswo easify from the inductive definition of shapes that any shape 
Tcan be exprelr~ed ~crsii’~&~ in the form T = IPI(X1 q . ..* Xn) where P is an integral 
shape and Xt, -# XB are prime shapes. We calt this the pnirte factorkution of T,
and CJ& X, 9 . . . . Xn the iist of print@ fmtms af T. Note that n may be 0, so that this 
151 may be empty; namely when T is a constant integral shape. in general, if T is an 
integtd shape, its prime factorization is T = 1 T[( i, 1 f . . . . I). Observe that if the 
prime factsrizatiansof TandSare T= [PI(Xt, . . . . X,)andS= tQ/(Yt. -.., I’,,& 
then that of TdD S is IPqb Q 1 (Xl, . . . . &, Y,, . . . . Y,). 
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for shapes.!, K prime shapes It suffices show that this family 
satisfies AMi, AM3 and AM5, and therefore contains all central morphisms of ,H. 
When we advert o the relation between the prime factorization of 79 S and those 
of T and of S, the verifications are immediate from the facts that 1 cuiH = u, etc., 
IT@ {IH = Iql~@ iSIll, and IW, = ifl5;1 Ivi~~ 
Sin&h shag T is i&gral exa8ly when its prime factors are all 1, and is constant 
exactly when its prime factors are al1 constant, we have 
In view of Proposition 4.2 we also have 
Returning to Proposition 4.3, we may observe that the permutation t therein is 
not in general unjquely determined by f. For instance if T and S are both [l, I] 0 
[l, I], so that P = Q = 1.0 1 and XI = Y, := X2 = Y2 = [I, I] 1 then it will follow from 
Proposition 4,8 below that I&( Y,, Y2) is 1: T +S for bot.h permutations t of 
{ 1,2). However: 
Proof. Since X,-Z i =: Yi and also XI-Ii = )‘rlp i = Yki WC have Yi T Yal. Since 
Iqy(Y,. l -0, 
IOG(Y,, .*** 
YpJ = i:E’l,(v,, **et U,) we have by (4.2) that I&+ Y,, ._ Y,,) = 
Yn), and we conclude from Proposition 4,2 that $ j = aj unless 
v(Y$ is empty; that is, hd = i unless Yi is constant, 
For the desired main result of this section, we need to show that the permuta- 
tions X of the type described in Proposition 4.6 are ems&” those for which 
I)Ii_HfY19 *a*, Y,) = 1. First we prove: 
Lemma 4.7. If T is u constmt shape them is m isomo~~isrn k,: T --+ I in fl which, 
togetk wit11 its inverse, J;s fzllow~&. 
Roof. From the natural isomorphism 
we deduce, by the \‘oneda Lemma, the existence of an isomorphism h : [I, I) + I. 
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Using (I. 1) and (t 2) we find that h and h’ I are the respective composites 
so that both are allowable. We now define li, inductively for constant Aapes T by 
setting ki = 1, by taking kras to be the composite 
and by taking kl 1”, $ j to be the composite 
pnoof, We can express X as a producf of transpssitions; ince IgPIH = I+J Ivl~ we 
may suppose that X is such a transposition. Replacing h by a suitcble conjugate 
PM” , we may suppose that X is the! transposition i terchanging t and 2 and leaving 
fuced 3, .a., n, while Y, = Y, are equal constant shapes. fn GOD Q is isomorphic to 
(1 Qb 1)Bo R for some integral R, and since I@ 1 Iti = spiel dc 1 we may suppose that 
Qisinfactthc~ap:~QP1.ButthenIht_H = c, and it remains to prove that cyy = 1: 
Y qP Y + Y QD Y if Y is a constant shape. Using the isomorphism k, of Lemma 4.7 
WC have by the naturality of e a commutative diagram 
% 
YQPY -Y@Y 
I 
kY@ky 4 kY@kY 
rw * 
+ i 
1691 ; 
w 
slnt~ clr = 1 by Theorem 3. X, it follows that cyy = 1. 
Roof. Let T = IP[(X,, . . . . X,>, S = IQI(Y,, . . . . lu,) be the prime factorizations. 
Applying Proposition 4.3 with & = GI we can&de that nz = n, and that for some 
permuPation t we !IWC Xi= Yti and #I * IsII;(Y1. . . . . YR). Setting f = iE\B(Y,. . . . . 
Yn), which is central by Proposition 4.1, we see by (4.2) that rJ= 9, thus proving 
the existence of 5 
To prove the uniqueness off, fet f . 8 T + S be another central natural transfor- 
mation with rf’ = (J, Applying Proposition 4.3 with @ r= &, we conclude that 
f’ = I E’G~VI, l **9 Yn) for some permutation g’ with Xi = Y,ti. NOW (4.2) gives 
Q)= rf= 15’I&fYp l =‘I Y,); and Proposition 4.6 with_H=G shows that X = &’ 
has the properties described therein. We conclude from Proposition 4.8 withd =: & 
that \XJN(Y1, . . . . Yn) = 1. Thus, since 1 I@ lB 
Ynj = #iafy, + . ..* Y,,h orf’ =fi 
= IAl& I&J, we have f$l~CY,, .+.* 
WC conclude this section with two useful propositions that could in fact have 
been proved immtldiately after Proposition 4.3. In the situation of that proposition, 
we may call g the prssrpcilrfiun of the prime factors of T and of S, and then cati Ygi 
the prim factor of S wmciated, via f. with the prime factor Xi of T. fh is language 
is a little imprecise. because of the non-uniqueness of 4; we wmetimes have a cErr?&e 
of associutiorz. The statements ilf the results below allow for this choice. 
Proof. Let the prime factorizations beA = IpI&, . ..* A’& B= IQI(Yl, +.., Y,), 
C=lRI(Z,.....Z~),6)=iSt~E/,,..., V&Wemust haven+m=I+k,and the 
hypothesis of the proposition means that f = I[ (H(Z1 B . . . . 2,. VI, ..,) Vk) for some 
permutation % of { 1, . . . . n+m) that maps the subset { 1) ..*, n) into the subset 
U , . . . . I). Let jl, . . . . it_ n Ire those elements of { f , *..% I ), in ascending order, that 
arenot in theimageundergof fl,...,~~.SetE=(Z~~qpZ.z)~...QPZif ianyway 
of inserting parentheses wilt do Let p be the permutation of { 1, ..,* I) $&I by 
pl= ti for i <: ~1, p(n + i) =ji for i 5 i -- n. Let j5 be the permutation of { 1, .“._ p1 +m) 
which is equall to p on f 1 , . . . . f) and which is the identity on (I + I, . . . . n + ml . Let 
?i be the permutation fibIt of ( 1 c . . . ,n+m);clearly ;Fi’is the identity on { 1, . . ..rr). 
Let u be the permutation of { 1 , . ..) m) given by si = a(n +&I -n. Define d as 
&ted via f with the prima far-&w [R, S] of [R, S] QD D. Theft P = R, Q = S, and thete 
is a cwrtrul morphism k: B +Dsuchthatf=l@k: (P~Q~OB-+[P,QfIX)D. 
Roof. Since associated prime factsrs must be equal, we have P= R and Q =S. We 
apply Prop~~iti~~n 4.10 with A = [Py Q] and C = [R, S] ; in this case E= I, and g is 
clearly h: [P, Q] (E3 I + [P, Qf . Writing k for the composite 
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85. Pfocesws of construction 
In the next section we shall show that the allowable natural transformations and 
the allowable graphs can be classified by a numerical ru~lk~ and that those of higher 
rank can be built up frum those of liower rank, madulo central ones, by the use of 
three simple processes now to be dexribed. 
We consider a closed category g, which will in out applications be either G ur 
&( II). T!E first process of construction is the furmation of the tensor product 
fag: A 0 B --c C@ D of two given morphismsfi A -+ C and g:‘8 +D. Observe that 
(S. i) hf @ kg = (h 2D k) (f@ g) 
whenever hf and gk are defined. The second process of construction is the formation 
of the morphism I@‘_) : A + @, Cj as in 8 1 from a given morphism f: A @ B + Cc 
Since ff is natural we have commuitativity in 
where fig @ 1) is the obvious composite A ’ @ B -+ A 0 8 -+ C. The third process of 
construction begins with morphismsf: A -* B and g : C@ D + E and produces the 
composite 
Rather than introduce a zpeeiai symbol for the composite (5.3), we f”urd it convee 
Gent to denote the corn+site 
15.4) [t&C] @A y-gy+ [&Cl @i3---+C 
c 
by Cfi: [B, C] (EPA +C, so that (5.3) may be written asg(Q7Qp 1). The symbol 
cf) is of course ambiguous, inasmuch as the va.Iue of C must be understood from 
the context. It is clear that ( ) is natural, in the sense that, for 
we have commu ta t ivi ty in 
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(f) 
[B,C]OA -C 
? 
! 
(5 9 . fu, w] Qpu 1 I w 
We need the f&wing two lemmas giving connections between these processes. 
Phof. Set lc(fi 3: h, SQ that f=: e(h (Tp 1) by the definition of a. Then 
4f@g)u=b(e(h@ I)@g)u=b(eO l)((h Xl)Og)u , 
which is ebu((h 09 g) Qp f ) by the natural&y of b and of U. The bu in this last ex- 
pression is, by Theorem 3.1 9 the unique central morphism b 0 1: ([B, C] QD I)@ B + 
[B, Cj Qp B. Thus, by the tiefinition of n again, s’ 
b(f@g)u=rr(b@#1)((h@g)@ Q-6’(b(h@g)). 
Aroof, By (5. I ) and thk definitian of n, 
VXfl(g)@ Pe(l@f)(n(g)QP l))=e(*)@ l)(l@f)=g(lQpfi. 
The rmainder of this section concerns compatibility ofgraphs, for the clod 
category g. We mostly omit the proofs, which are entirely evident but tedious to 
put into words. 
When the assertions of Lemma 5.3 are true, we say that the three graphs k, q, 5 are 
compatibte. Thft concept clearly extends ts any number of graphs Ei : Ti_. 1 + Ti. 
Proof. hnnrediatct ffsrn C’orollary 4.5. 
Lemma 5.5. In fhe situution of IS, 1) above, if./J =$& h (8) k is compatible with f @ g 
if aHd nr.ly if 41 is wrpatible with f and k ~ompu~ible with g. 
$6. Cons8ructibitity of allowable morphisms 
We place ourselves once again in the general situation I’: B + ,C envisaged in 8 2 
and 94; we recall that the cases of interest are ,H =_N( D and_H = G. The object of 
this ,seetion is ta show that the allowable morphisms may be built up, moduio central 
morphisms, by the three pr~~csses des&bed in 5 5. It is convenient to introduce the 
temporary name afcmstnactibk morphisms for those allowable morphisms that can 
be SO built upl; our aim is then ta show that atI allowable morphisms are constructible. 
We atsu give in this section the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
We therefore define the cortstrulc~~b!e morphisms of I_i to be the smallest class of 
morphrsnx uf d satisfying the following five cunditions: 
CM1 
CM2 
Every crentr31 morphism is in the chss. 
Iff: T I+ S is in the class and if u: T’ + 7’ and u: S + S’ are central then 
~fid : T’ + S’ is in the class. 
CM3 lff: A -+Candg: 8-Q are in the class so isp@g: A GU3 -COD. 
CM4 lffl A QbB + C is in thr, class so is n(f): A + [B, C]. 
In view of the definitions (1 I 1) of n and (S&4) of { ), it is evident hat the allowable 
morphismr atisfy CM l-4345, so th3t the constructible morphisms are a subclass of 
the aliowabte ones. 
We calf an aitowable morphism fi T -+ S in ,H trivial if both T and S are constant 
integral shapes. 
pmSf= e‘onsider the subclass of the constructible morphisms consisting of the fotlow- 
ing marphismsf: T + $: if T and S are both constant integral shapes,f is to be ccn- 
tralr othtrwise,fis to be constructible. This subclass clearly satisfies CM i , CM4 and 
CMS. It satisfies CM2 becraus, by Corutlary 4.4, if 7’ and S’ are constant integral 
shapes o are T and S; and then ufu is central if f’is. ft satisfies CM3 because if .4 @ B 
and C@ D are constant integral shapes o are A, ,t?, C and D; and then f@ (p is central 
if’f and g are. Hence this subclass contains all constructible morphisms. 
where f and g we constructible and non-trivial, utld x und y we cenmL 
. . . 
( 1 Ill h is of the form 
$ 
T--$-+ lux1 -----+s 
Y 
where f is constmctibte and y is centrat- 
(iv) Iz is of the fom 
ptaof. Consider those constructible morphisms that oTe of one of the above forms 
(+-ov); we show that this clasps satisf’ies CM1 -CM5 and therefore consists ofa11 
constructible morph&s. That it satisfies CM 1, GM4 and CM5 is clear. 
To see that CM2 is satisfied, let u: T’ + Tand U: S +S’ be centrak Then if h is 
central, SC) is uhu- If h is as in (ii) above, uhu is (uyWfQpg)(xu), which is of the same 
form. If h is as in (iii) above, uhu is (uy) n(f’(u QD I)), which is of the same form, 
f(u Qb 1) king constructible byCM2 since u Qp 1 is centrat. if k is as in (iv) above, 
ohu is (ut;KCf,@ I)(m), which is of the same form, w being constructible by082, 
That CM3 is satisfied isclear unlessf or g is triviaI, If g is trivial it i9 central by 
Lemma 6.1 l In this case B, 1, D .are constant integral shapes, and the empty graphs 
B -+ I and I + D give, by Proposition 4.1, central morphisms u : B + I and u ; I--, D 
in & Then by Theorem 4.9 we have 1p = W. It follows at once from the naturality 
of b that f# g is then the composite 
since (I # v)bml and b( 1 Qp U) are central, and since CM2 is satisfied, this Eies in the 
class because/does. Finally if /is trivial then, by the naturahty of c, f@g is the 
composjte I 
A#B ---,muA -D%C-C%D c 
c b@/ c 
which is in the class ince CM2 is satisfied and since, by what we have just proved, 
g Qp $ is in the ctass. 
RemA For brevity, morphisms k of the forms (ii), (iii), (iv) of Propo&tion Ii.2 
will be said to be respectively of rype#, of typQ n, and of type ( ). 
For the purposes ofour inductive proofs we introduce for each shape T a non- 
negative integer 47’) called its rank, defined by the following inductive rules: 
RI r(f)=& 
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R2 t(l)= 1 l 
R3 r(TOs) = r(T) + r(s) l 
R4 P([T,S])=r(T)+r(S)+ 1 l 
Mute that r(7’) = 0 if and only if T is a constant integral shape. 
Lemma &3. if fi T + S is centnd then r(T) = r(S). 
bf. Those central morphisms for which this is true clearly satisfy AM 1, AM3 and 
AMS, and therefore constitute the totality of central morphisms. 
The nsn-trivial step in the proof that akl the allowable morphisms are constructible 
b the prmf that the canstructibie marphisms are closed under composition. I  fact, 
because of the exigenciles af the inductive argument, we prove the variant of closure- 
under-cumpsition given in Proposition 6.4 below. Moreover, because the same in- 
dtxtive argument appties, we prove at the same time the corresponding fact about 
compatibility, which will tead to a prmf of Theorem 2.2. 
hpdtion 6.4. If the morpkisms h : T --+ S and k : ,S QD W -+ V of ,H are constnrctible, 
w is the compos& morphism 
TQP u- saw -v. 
h@L k 
bforetnw, df @ = G, the gmphs k tad h 0 1 are compatible. 
Proof- The proof is by a double induction; we suppose the results to be true for all 
paira of eanstruzesule morphisrns h’:T’ 3 S’ and k’: S’ 0 U’ + V’ for which 
r(T’) + r(s’) + r(ti’) f r( V’) <r(T) + r(S) + r(U) + r(V); we also suppose them to 
be true four any pair h’, k’ for which r(T’) * r(S’) + r(U’) + r( V’) = ~(7’) + &S) + 
r(U) + r(V), provided that r(T’) + r(S’) < r(7’J + r(S). 
By Propasitian 6.2, each of h and k is central, or of type QD, or of type n, or of 
type ( ); we distinguish cases accordingly. We shall use Lemma 5.44, the Axiom CM2, 
and Lemma 6.3 freely without further explicit mention to “ignore” or to “absorb” 
central morphisms wherever convenient. 
C&T k’: either h or R is cent& If h is central, so is h @ I ; the results follow from 
CM2 and from Lemma 5.4. 
CIzse 2: h is of type ( ). Let h be g(( f )O 1)x as in Proposition 6.2 (iv). Then the 
desired composite is 
=(k(gQb l)aei)((fNB l)(a(xO 1))) 
which is again of type ( ), provided only that k(gQd I)8 is constructible. Since 6’ 
is central, WC need the constructihility of the composite 
this follows by the ir juctive hypothesis ince T, whose rank is equal by Lcmnra 6.3 
to that of ([B, C’) OD A)#D, has been replaced by C@ 0, clearly of lower rank. 
The same induction shows that k and g QE I are compatible; so by Ixmma 5.3 
and Lemma 5.4, k is compatibte with (RQP l)f(<f>@ 1)Qp 1)(x@ 1) = h(X) ? . 
Case 3: h is 0f tyIre@. Let h bey(fC#g)x as in Proposition 6.2 (ii). We are to 
consider the composite k(h Qd i); without toss of generality we may suppose that 
x = I and absorb-y Q3 1 into k. Then we have 
so tha finally k(h @ 1 j is the composite 
where the w’s stand for two instances of the central morphism QC& . Now the a-m- 
posite 
is cpnstructibte by the induction hypothesis, because U has &n replaced by D Qp U 
(this is the reason for formulating Propusition 6.4 for k(!~ Qp t ) instead of just kh) 
and we have 
uniaess r(B) = 0; in the latter case we get equdity, but then r(D) > 0 since gis non- 
t riviat, and 
so that the second half of the induction hypothesis applies. Since -I Y is central. 
k’s ~&@j ] )& is constructible; and since WQ is central. (6.1) will be construc- 
tible if the composite k’(gQO 1) is. But now the induction hypothesis hows that 
k’(g@ I) is indeed constnlctib!e, by essentially the same calculation with ranks 
as above, with g replac*ing.fi 
The same inductions how that ka” 
patible with ir”Cf#I 1)~g-t * 
is compatible with j’QP f , so that k is com- 
and that k’ is compatible with g@ I, and hence with 
fs@ 1)&x1. Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, k is compatible with a”(f@ t)w*‘(@ I)wu 
=h(Tp 1, 
Case 4: k is c,f‘ type R. Thus k =~paCf) for central y and constructible fi We can 
takeg = 1, so that k = n(f): S@ (.I-+ V = [I#. C’j for some constructibie 
f:(.~gpCi)QDB-tC.ByCS.L)wehave 
this is constructible if f”((k Q3) 1) Qo I ) is, and hence, if f((h bD 1) QD I)& ' ':g fu"(h 0 1) 
is, This hst is the composite 
T@(U@B) ------+ )rQof. SQ9(UQDR)---4C. 
)Z1 
which is constructible by rnduction, since r(cIQD B) + r(C) < r(U) + t( 18, C] ) . 
The same induction provcsfa *’ compatible with h@ I, hcnccfwith Ki(h@ 1)~ 
= Ih 434 1) 43) 1; and thensx, by Lemma 5.6, n(f, with h 0 I. 
C~SY 5: k is 0j2vpe A tip& k r,l’t~_‘pe QD. There are central morphisms A-, y and z 
sucIj that k = rn@~) for some constructible m: TQP P + Q and k = y(f@ g)x for 
some constructible and nonatrivial f and g. We may take y = 1 and absorb z QD 1 
intax, so that the composite k(h 0 1) to he considered has the ft-xrn 
IntcrchangirtgA and B if necessary, we can assume that the central morphismx as- 
sociates [P, Q] with a prime factor ofA. Then Proposition 4.10 gives a shape R 
such that x has the form of a composite 
for suitable central s and L Since (I t!B s)(h 0 1) = (k c&) I)( 1@ s) we can drop s and 
write U = R QD 14t, while t can be absorbed intofi The composite k(Br Qp 1) to be con- 
sidered now has the form 
TO (R QD B$,@y 
This may be rewritten as 
(fQDg)df(h@ l)=(f@g)((MD I)@ 1)0-l =(f(h@ 1)QDg)d’ %
which will be constructible by CM2 and CM3 if the composite 
is. That this is irGkx! so follows by induction, sine-e g is nontrivial and therefore 
~tT)+ti(Y)=~~R(1PB)+rfCoD)>r(R)+~(C). 
The induction argument &o shows that f is cumpatibte with h Qp 1, whence, by 
Lemmas 5.5 and %4,f@giscompatible with((h0 1)Qp l)&- =d’(h@ 1); 
finally, by Lemma 5.4 again, k = (lcs, g)K’ is compatible w&h k Qp 1 1 
&se 6: h is of type n cznd k is af type ( ). Thus there are central morphisms t 
and x slxh that k = zn(m) and (6 =g((f)@ 1)x for constructible morphisms 
By absorbing z @ 1 in x, we may suppose: that S = [P, Q) and that P = 1. Then the 
composite to be considered has the form 
We distinguish three subcases, according as [PM Q] is associated via the central 
morphism x with [& q, with a prime factor of A v or with a prinre factor of D. 
(We retail that these possibilities need not be mutually exclusive, if [P, Q] is con- 
stant.} 
Sukus~ I: [P, Q] is rrssocr’ated witk [& Cj . By Proposition 4.11, P = 43, Q = C, 
andx is the composite 
vf*c) Qoy-&=+ [&Cl ~(A@D)(I_~-_([B,C] @A)@D 
for a suitable central s. Since (1 bp s) (h CEI) = (k @ I) (1 QD s) we may, arguing as in 
Case S ( suppose that U = A QE D and s = 1. The composite to be considered then has 
the form 
Now &n(m)@ 1) = ((@k)cxI 1) 0 I) 8 by naturahty, whtie by Lemma 5.2 we 
have <f, @r(m) Qp X) = m( 10 f). The composite thus becomes 
k(h@,I)=g(m(I@j)@ I)8 =g(mc(f@ I)c# 1)d’ . 
This formula involves two successive composites, first a composite h’, 
A@U=--+BQPT-C=Q 
fQF1 MC 
and second the composite 
bth are of the form considered in our induction. The inductton assumption does 
apply to both because the original rank, with U = A 0 D and S = [P, Q] 7 [&I, C] , is 
and this clearly exceeds either of the ranks FA + rB + rT + PC’ or rT t PA + rD t F(? * rV 
involved in the two composites above. 
The same induction shows that g is compatible with h’c (s) I and mc is compatible 
tithf@ 1; so that by Lem3s 5.3,5.4 and 5.5 g(m QD 1) is compatible with (I @f)@ 1. 
it fallows from Emma S.9 and Lemma 5.4 that d(f)@ 1) 3s compatible with 
((w(m)@ 1)Qol)d = u-1 (Is(m) QD I), so that k = g((f)O 1)~~~ is compatible with 
h 0 I = n(n) 0 1,3s required. 
Subcuse 2: [P, Q] = S is tissxiated with a prime factor of A. By Proposition 4.10, 
there is a shape R such that 4ccX, 1)x is the composite 
for suitable centrat sand t. By the naturality of o and c, therefore, x is the composite 
126 G.-W Ke&v, S.MacLane, Cbhetence inclosed categories 
where w is the central natural tramsformation w = (c Qp 1)d’d’. Once again, since 
(l~sKhQPS)=(lrOlXlcros),wemaysupposethats= 1 andU=RQP([B,C]QDD). 
Moreover, since (f>( 1 QD t) = Cfi ) by (5.5) (the naturality of ( j). we may absorb g in 
fand hence suppose that A = SQP R and t = 1. The desired composite k(/z # 1) thus 
has the form 
by the naturality of w and of ( ). It thus suffices by CM5 to prove the composite 
TOR-----+SaoR-s 
h@L f 
constructible. But this is of the form considered in the induction, and since r(u) > 
r(R) +‘r(B) the inductive hypothesis applies. 
By the same inductive argument d is compatibie with h 0 1; by Lemmas 5.8 and 
‘5.4, therefore,g({f)@ 1)iscompatible with((iQO(h@ I))@ I)~=~@413 l);finally, 
by Lemma 5.4 again, k = g((f> a 1) w is compatibk with h 0 1. 
Subsrose 3: [P, Q] = S is trssociated with a prime factor of D. B3.r Proposition 4.10, 
there is a shape R such that cx is the composite 
p-l (S@R)@([B,C] W4jIo;-‘DDD([&C] @A) 
for suitable central s and t. By the naturality of c, therefore,x is the composite 
, d ([B,C] @A)#(S@R)- 
u 
l@r mm @AN=) a 
where u is the centraf natural transformation u = ea -‘.since(1os~MO I)= 
(hCQlWlQDs)wemayagainsupposethats=l,sothatW=RdD([R.C]Q3A). 
Since (<f )c8) I ( JO t) = (la t)(tf MD I)* we may absorb 1 QD t in g and hence sup- 
pose that t = 1 and D = S @ R. The desired composite k(h 0 I) is then 
g((f)@ l)u(h@ l)=g((fW 1x1 ~(h(X) 1))u 
=g(l @(Id l))((fMD 1)u 
=gufh@ E)u-'(o(&! I)u ., 
using (5.1) and the naturality of U. It thus suffices by CM5 to prove the construc- 
tibility of gu(k @ I)u-l, and therefore of gu(h @ 1). This is the composite 
which is constructible by the inductive hypothesis ince r(R c8) C) < r[Lr) . 
By the same inductive argument $u is compatible with h QD I, so that g is rom- 
patible with tr(IjO l)u”’ = 1@ (h 0 1). By Lemmas 5.8 and 5.4, therefore, 
gfcf, Op f ) is compatible with ( 1 $3 (h (sb 1 ))u = u (h Qd 1 b; so that finally k = 
g(ts)@ 1 )u is compatible with h QD 1. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.4. L 
pkoof. We have already observed that the alrowabte morphisms cbar”ly satisfy CM I - 
CM& SC) t’hat ;eYery i=onstruc:tible marphimn is alfawable. It remains to show that 
the constructible morphisms atisfy AM I -AMS. 
They saoisfv AM 1 because 1, a, b, c, d , h’l are central. As for AM2, d: 7’ 4 
IS, TQP Sf is 4 I) where X : r’@ S + T@ S, so that d is constructible by CM4; anlj 
e: (T, S) @ T + S is ( 1), which by the naturafity of b is the composite 
so that e is constructibie by CM2 and CMS. AM3 is trivially satisfied, as it coincides 
with CM3. Tn MJ, let f: ‘I” + T’ and g : S + S’ be constructible. Then the composite 
is censtructibk by CM2 and CMS; but this composite isgCf, by the naturality of b. 
It fobus from CM4 that n(sl( f >) is constructible; but n(g(f}) = Ir(ge( 1 Of)) is equal 
by the naturality of w to [g, fl n(s) = (g, fl I = [ g f] . Thus AM4 is satisfied. 
There VXTI&~S AM%. Let f: T -* S and g: S *) R be constructible. Then the com- 
posite 
(6.2) S#F--+S-R 
b R 
is constructible by CM2, whence the composite 
(6.3) TW 
W)t-So+--+R lrb 
is constructible by Proposition 6.4; by CM2 again, the composite of (6.3) with 
b-1 : T + T@ 1 is also constructible, and by the naturality of tp this composite is 
9f . 
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P$nof of Theorem 2.2. Let f: T -+ S, g: S -) R be allowable graphs in ,G. By Theorem 
65, they are constlnrctibfe. The composite (6.2) is then also consiructible, so that in 
(6.3) 91, is compatible with f(gS 1 by Proposition 6.4. We conclude from Lemma 5.4 
tttat g is compatible with b(fCg) 1 )bM1 =J 
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87. Proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Tborcem 2.4 
We still useH to denote&(0 or G, with l? ,H + G as before. For the purposes 
of this section we need a slight refinement of Proposition 6.2. Let us call an integral 
shape PtxxkceaP if it is either the shape i or else is constructed bythe rules S2 and 
S3 &one; thar Is, it contains no 1”s unless it reduces to I aLone, By 4~1 iterated tensor 
prr;l&ct of shapes Xl, . . . , Xn we man IP I (X,, . . . . X& for any reduced integral 
shape P with u(p) = ( 1, . .._ M) ; if’ n = 0 it is just I. kt us call an arbitrary shape T
ntducsd if, in its prime factorization 3’3 1 PI (Xl9 . . . . X,), the integral shape P is 
reduced, (This is a consistent use of language since the prime factorization fthe 
integral shape P is 1 P 1 (I, i y . ..$ I).) 
Proof. Let the prime factorization f7’ be I P 1 (X,, ._I X,>. Let P’ be a reduced 
integral shape with u(P’j = u(P) = ( l# ...? n), and let g : P+ P’ be the graph corre- 
sponding to the identity permtitation f { 1, r..9 n) . Set T’ = IP’ 1 (X,, . ..* X,) and 
set 2 = 16 IJ$ (X,, l ..* X,). 
Roof. in ease (ii), replace A, B, C, D by reduced isomorphs a  in Lemma 7. I, ab- 
sorbing the central isomorphkrs thereby introduced into x and 9; simiiarly for case 
( ) iv. 
We define the rank r(h) of a morphism h: T + S in H to be the sum r(n + I@) of 
the ranks of T and of S. If h is allowable, which by Theorem 6.5 is the same thing as 
mnstructtbte, Proposition 6.2 asserts hat h has one of the four following forms: 
whete x and y are central,f and g are aIfowabIe, and moreover intheJ(fQ9g)x case 
neitherf nor g is trivial. The basis of our inductive arguments is the obvious fact that 
in each case we have t( n < r(k) and (where appIkabLe) r(g) < r(h),* Dn using the 
forms (7.1) we shall always uppose that the reductions of Lemma 7.2 have been 
carried out, 
Roof of Theorem 2,1. We are to construct an algorithm for deciding whether a
graph k : T-G ir@ is allowable. We suppose inductively that we possess uch an 
algorithm for all smaller values, if any, of r(k). Since finding the prime factoriza~ 
tions of T and of S is algorithmic, Propositions 4.3 and 4.2 enabie us to decide 
whether h is central. It remains to test whether h is of one of the remaining types 
in (7. I), which we again refer to as type QD, type 71, and type ( ). 
To test whether h is of type& with the notation as in Proposition 6.2 and with 
A, 8, C, L) reduced, first observe that, by Proposition 4.3, the prime factors of A 
and of 8 must ogether make up those of T; so that there are only a finite number 
of possibilities for A and fur 1p to be tried (because A and B are reduced!). Similarly 
there are only a finite number of possibilities for C and for D; and for a given choice 
of A, 8, C, p3 there are only a f”mite number of possibilities for x and for J?. When 
these choices are all made, the graph y- ’ kx” is either pot of zke form fCg) g, or else 
is of this form for a unique f and g. Since r(j) C t(h) and r(g) < r(h), we can now 
test f and g for allowability. 
Entirely similar procedures altow us to test whether h is of type n or of type ( ), 
so that we have the desired algorithm. 
Rerwk. There are non-ailowa~le Faphs in G; the unique graph [ 1, I ] =+ I is one 
such. 
Before proving Theorem 2.4 we establish some facts about proper shapes, as 
defined in 8 2. Observe that every constant shape is proper; that if [T, S) is proper 
then T and S are proper; and that TQP S is proper if and only if T and S are proper -
whence T is proper if and only if each of its prime factors is proper. 
Roof. By Proposition 4.3, T and S have the s;rrme prime fxtors. 
koposition 7.4. Ler h : T + S be oils wable in H, with the shape S constant ad the 
shape rpmper. Tkn rhe tiape T is cmmartt. 
Roof. Suppose inductively that it is so for a91 smaller values, if any, of r(h), and 
consider h of one of the four possible types in (‘7.1). If h is central the redt is 
immediate byCorollary 4.4. By this same Coroitry 4,4, together with Lemma 7.3 
and Lemma 6.3, we may ignore central factorsx and y in the other types in (7.1). 
ffIt=f@g:AQPB-,C@DthenCandDareconstantbecauseSisandA andBare 
proper because 7’is, so that by induction A and B are constant, whence T is con- 
stant- If h = Mfi: T+ [& C] then B and C are constant because S is, so that T@ B 
is proper because ais, and then T is constant by the inductive hypothesis applied 
to f: TO B +C. Finally, if h =g((j?@ I): ([,B, C’j @A)#D -+ S, then the inductive 
hypothesis applied tog: COD + S shows that C and D are constant. Since T is 
proper so is [S. C] , whence B is constant. Finally the inductive hypothesis applied 
tof: A * B shows that A is constant, so that 7’ is constant. 
We next show how to eliminate constant prime factors from a shape T. 
W there is a cunstmt shqe R and u central isomarphism T + S @ R with 
th4? urn4 gnrinh 4s g 
Proof. I.E~ S be any iterated tensor product af the non-constant prime factors of T, 
and H any iterated! tensor product af the constant grime factors of T. There is 311 
evident central isomorphism T + SQP R, andf is the composite of titis with 
SGDR --4s@d-s 
1CrPkjq b * 
where kR is the isamorphism af Lemma 4.3. 
hf. Swppose inductively that it is so for ali smtier values, if any, of r(h). By 
bmmr f.5 we may without tass of generality suppose ach of P, Q, M, N to be re- 
duced and to have anly non*onstant prime factors. 
If h is CCntraf, so is’rh = (Qp q. From Prupositions 4.3 and 4.2, it is clear that 
1 and Q are then uentral. By l”h~r~rn 4.8 there are central p: P + Al, q : Q + X with 
fp = k and I’q = q; then rh =; fypcP q), SO that by Theorem 4.9 again we have 
h=p@qe 
ff h in of type@, sayl h is the composite 
fct an iterated tensor product, in the order in which they occur in P, of those prime 
fat tars of P that are associated via x with a prime factor of A [ resp. B] be X [ resp. 
u) ; simiIarly let an iterated @-product of those prime factors of Q associated via x 
with a prime factor of A [ resp. B) be U [req. V] . In the same way let X’, Y’, Cp’. V’ 
be iterated @products of the prime factors “common” to M and C, M and D, AI and 
c’ N and D respectiveiy. Oefine a graph p: X +X’ as the restriction of I% to 
u(X) f u(X’); this is indeed a graph because Ph is of the form t: 0 v. Define similarly 
graphs O: Y --* Y’, r : U-, U’, K : V + V’. The graphs of the allowable morphisms 
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XQDW -A -C-X’5 U’ , 
f 
(7.3) Y5V --+p--e D-Y’QPV’, 
, 
g 
where the unnamed arrows denote the obvious central marphisms, are respectively 
p 5 r and 015 K. By the inductive hypothesis we conclude that (7.2) and (7.3) are 
respectively r 5 t and s 5 k fur allowable morphisms r, t, S, & with the respective 
graphs p, 7, o, K. Define p and q to be the composites 
P-XQPY- X'5Y'-M 
r5s 
z 
Q --U5V -U’5V”-N, r 
t5k 
where once again the unnamed arrows denote the obvious central morphisms. That 
h = p 5 q is then immediate from Thearem 4.9, white evidently I“@ = t and Rq = q. 
If h is of typ n, say h is the composite 
P@Q- P8 Cl -M5N, 
.cn Y 
then by Proposition 4.3 either M = [B, C] and N =: I or else .N’ = [& c] and M E I; 
by replacing h by chc if necessary we may suppose the former to be the case. Then 
h is the composite 
Since L’h = t 5 r~ it follows from Lemma 5. I that the graph of the composite 
(P5A!3)5Q- V@QWB u -cIlicol * f 
where u is the evident central morphism, is n-l{&5 q+ By indwtion, therefore, 
&ffir is ~5 q for affswabfe r: P5 B + C with graph r’(t) and 4: Q + 1 with 
graph TJ. Set p = rr(r); then T‘p = t and h = p 5 q by another application of Lemma 
5.1. 
If h is of type { ), with the notation of Pmpusitiun 6.2, we may (replacing h by 
ck if necessary) suppose that [f& C] is associated viax with a prime factor of R 
Let an iterated 5-product of those prime factors of A associated via x with a prime 
factor of P [resp. Q] be X [resp. Y) . The mate under rh of an element of u(Y) is 
in u(A) + u(B) by the formg((f)# 1)x of k, but is in u(Q) + u(N) by the hypothesis 
that T’h = g 5 q; it must therefore be in u(Y). Thus the graph of the composite 
(W X5Y-A-B ---?B5f, 
f b*’ 
where the unnamed arrow is the obvious central murphism, is of the form p 0 CJ for 
graphs p : X -+ B and UJ: Y + 1. By the inductive hypothesis, (7.4) is r@ s for allow- 
able I: X --* k3, s : Y + I. It then follows fmn Proposition 7.4 that Y is constant; 
since none of the prime factors of Q is constant, this means that Y = I and that all 
the prime factors of A are therefore associated via x with prime factors of P. 
It follows then from Proposition 4JQ that there are a shape R and central mor- 
phismsy and z such that x is the composite 
It is clear that the graph of the composite 
(CQDRjOQ -C6P(R@DQ) -----+@@D -+~iOfv 
u mz g 
is k Q9 q, where 5: CQO R =+ M is the restrict;lJn of # to u(c) + TAR) + u(M). By induc- 
tion,g(l QD z)a is rB) q for allowable ~8: CO R -+ M and q : Q + N with the approp- 
riate graphs. Settingp equal to the composite 
weharepQPq=(r#q#(<f)@ I)@ l)(yQD t)=g(lQPz)a(((f)(ID 1)QD I)(y@ I); 
by the naturality ofu thisisg(1 QDzj((fN# l)rrdyQp lj=g((f)@ 1x1 @z)u(yc8) l)= 
g((f’H8 t)x=h. 
This completes the proof af Proposition 7.6. 
Reposition 7.7. Let f: A cx) B 3 C be an dlowcrhle morphism iit d, where A, B, C 
am pmpm sitrrptrs. Suppose that the mte under rf 0.f euch element of v(B) is aguilt 
in v(I?~ Then B is cimtmt. 
Roof. The composite 
A@B--+C-+ 
f b-’ 
CM 
!uas agraph of the form f 0 9; therefore by Proposition 7.6 there is an allowable 
morphism q : l3 -+ I. it follows from Proposition 7.4 that B is constant. 
Rap&ion 7.8. Let h : (IQ, M) # p)(8) N=+ S be an dbwub~e morphism berween 
pmper shtzpes in li, with [Q, M] rtOt cmsmt. Suppose that the gmph IX is of the 
fczrmv#t)@ ~)fargruylhsf:PI+Q,~:MIQPN-+S.SupposeJirrrrN~~that~c~not . 
be wn’tm in the form 
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for my gmphs W, p, o with w centrcrl. Then there are allowable mmpkisms p : P+ Q, 
q:MCIPN-,Ssuchthuth=q(~p)QD1),rp=Fund~q=rl. 
BtQof. Suppose inductively that it is so for all smaLler values, if any, of r(h). Use 
I,,muna 7.5 to replace P, N, S by reduced shapes which have no constant prime fat- 
tars; we must show that in doing so we lose no generality. It fohows from (5.5) that 
doing so makes no difference to the expressibility l?h in the form ~((6 )@ 1) or” the 
expressibility of h in the form q((p )cs) 1) for allowable p and Q. We must show that 
it makes no difference to the expressibility oft in the form (7.5); but this is a very 
easy deduction I’rom Lemma 7.5 (d). 
Note that or~e we have h = q((p)@ I), it is automatic that rp = E and i”‘q = q. 
Suppose that h is central. By CotuUaty 4.5, the mate under rh of an element of 
u(P) or of UbQ) is then an element of MS). On the other hand, by the form M{ g )@ I ) 
of rh the mate of an element of u(P) is an &ment of u(Q)* md converwly. It fol- 
SOW that P and Q are both constant, so that by the reduction above we must have 
P s I. Lemma 4.7 now gives an allowable p * k;i’ : I -+ Q. By the naturahty of@, 
On the other hand, [A, [I, M]] z [A (IPI, M] s+ [A, M] in any closed category, so 
the Yoneda Lemma provides an isomorphism [1, bid: M e [I, Ml with inverse cb-‘. 
Therefore [1, b]de = 15: [I, M] QD I s 11, i’bfj , so that from the display above 
[U]d(p)=b([p, ljcs> 1): [Q,M]@I-- [IaM] . 
Since the right-hand morphism is 
ing factorization of the identity 
an isomorphism have oonst rut ted the fobw- 
1 =t(p): [Q,M] Of -----+ [Q,M) W, 
with an allowable t = ([f’ s S] QD 1) !I-’ [ l,b]d. The originally given allowable 
morphism h can now be factored as 
h = hl = h(t@ 1)((p)@ I) = q((p)@ 1) 
with Q allowable, as required. 
If It is of the formy(f@g)x for 6: A + C,g: B +f?, we may without. loss of 
generality suppose that [Q, M) is associated via x with a prime factor of A. Let an 
iterated @-product of those prime factors of P associated via x with B prime factor 
of A [resp. B] be X [ resp. Y) . The mate under I% of an element of” u(Y) is in 
u(B) + u(D) by the form y( f 0 g)x of h, but is in u(Q) + V(P) by the hypothesis 
that rh * TJ(C~> Qpi 1); it must therefore be in u(Y). it now follows from Proptition 
7.7 that Y is constant; since none of the prime factors of P is constant, this means 
that Y = I and that all the prime factors of P are associated via x with prime factors 
ofd. 
It falbws then from Proposition 4.10 that there are a shape R and central 
morphisms s and t such that x is the composite 
it is clear that the graph sf the composite 
([@Ml @P’)@R -A ---*tl’ 
s f 
is {(C{,aP I), where f : MQP R -* C is the restriction of q to u(M) + v(R) + u(C). Ii 
follows by induction that fi is r((p) @ 1) for allowable p: P --• Q and p: A4 Qo R + C 
mm 
=y(r%g)dl (QMB f)(l 0 t)=y(r@g)dl(l 0 tW(p)@ 1) 
is of the required form, with 4 =yCf@ g)awl( 1 QD t) . 
If k is of the form sn(f) for some J’ : fs. C) + .S, we must have [B, C] = S and 
y = I. Then I% =s((@QP I), n”h *f and the naturality of 8 shows that 
r,#‘= &(C(@O l)@ 1). If we rewrite this as 
we can apply the induction assumption to fag’ to get fa”’ = r((p) QD I) for allowable 
p:P+Qandr:M@(fV@B)+CThenf=t4 ((~p)@i)QPl),sobythenaturality 
of n we get 
h = nf = n(d)((pMiD 1)) 
which is in the desired form. 
In the final case where h is of the form 
(IQdfl @P)@N-+ 
X 
([B,C] OA)@DDv,UD-S, 
dr 
we distinguish cases according as [Q, M] is associated via x with (i) I[& Cl ; [ii) a prime 
factor of A; or (iii) a prime factor of D. 
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Case (i). By Proposition 4.11) B = Q, C = M, and x is the composite 
- [Q,M] @(A@D)-- 
1% 
p_s tlQJf1 @A)QPD 
for some centraf y. Let X be an iterated #product of those prime factors of P 
associated viay with a prime factor of0 The mate under I’% of an element of 
r@) is in u([M) + u(D) f u(s) by the form g(<fNB 1)x of h, but is in u(p) + u(Q) 
by the hypothesis that I% = @(f)QP 1); it must therefore be in u(X). Then X is 
constant by Proposition 7.7, and since P has no constant prime factors, this means 
that all the prime factors of P are associated via y with prime factors of A. A similar 
argument shows that all the prime factors of N are assxiated via.)1 with prime 
factors of 13. We may therefore, absorbing central morphisms into g and f where 
necessary, suppose without loss of generality that A = P, D = Q1 and x = I. Then 
h=q((pj @ l)withq=gandp=f. 
Case (ii). [Q, M] is associated via x with a prime factor of A. Suppose if postibfe 
that [R, C] were associated via x with a prime factor of P. Let X be an iterated 
@-product of at1 those prime factors of ([Q, M] # B) 0 N that either are prime 
factors of P or else are associated via x with prime factors of A. The mate under 
!I% of an eiement of v(A) is in u(A) + u@) by the form g((f) @ 1)x of h, while the 
mate under rh of an element of VCF) is in UIp) + u(Q) by the hypothesis that I’h = 
q(Cf>@ I); thus the mate under lrh of an eiement of u(x) is again in @F’). Lt follows 
from 1 -.rposition 7.7 that X is constant, which contradicts the hypothesis that 
[Q, M) is not constant. 
Thus no prime factor of P is associated via x with [B, C’J . Let Y be an iterated 
@product of those prime factors of P associated via x with prime factors of D. The 
mate under rh of an element of u(Y) is in u(C) + u(D) + u(S) by the form 
g((f)QD 1)x of h, but is in ucp) + u(Q) by the hypothesis that Ph = q(to@ 1); it 
must therefrxe be in o(Y). Then Y is constant by Proposition 7.7, and since P has 
no constant prime factors this means that every prime factor of P is associated via 
x with a prilme factor of A. 
Then by Proposition 4.10 there are a shape R and central morphisms t and s 
such that a(c GD 1) x is the composite 
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thus by naturahty x is the composite 
where tl’ is the central morphism (CO -1 1)a s and u is the evident central morphism. 
It is clear that the graph of the composite 
(fQ,M] @P)@R --+A -13 
t f 
is SIC@ BP 1), where f : M Qp R -+ B is the restriction ofq to u(M) + u(R) + u@). So by 
induction ft is r((p)QP 1)far akwable p: P+ Q and r: M# R + B. Setting qequal 
to the composite 
MQPN- 
l& 
MQWPWI @WW 
--+([l?,CJ @ (M%R))@D -S 
u gwQD1, ’ 
wehaveq(~~~QPl)~g(~r~#l)u(l~n~~p~Ol’)=g(~r~O1)u(~p9~l)(l&in);by 
the naturaiity of u this isg(W@ I)(( 1 Qb (<pW I))@ 1) u( 10 n). Using (5.5). 
b)(lCXI(tp)Cg) lj)~(r(~pNB 1));which is (fr),or <fYl@t) by(SS)again.Thus 
finay, 
citse (iii). [Q, M] is associated via x with a prime factor of D. Suppose if possibk 
that [B, q were associated via x1 with a prime factor of P. Let X be an iterated (8). 
product of those prime factors of A that are associated via x with prime factors of 
N. The mate under I’% af an element of U(X) is in u(A) + u(B) by the form 
g((f)@ 1)x of h, but is in u@f) + u(N) + u(S) by the hypothesis that I% = T#))@ 1); 
it must herefore be in u(X). Then X is constant by Proposition 7.7, and since N has 
no constant prime factors we conclude that every prime factor of A is assmiated via 
x with a prime factor of P. This impiies that 4 is of the form 
+--WA @A)QPHpcc(i,alrQ 
w 
for some integral o, which is excluded by hypothesis. 
Thus no prime factor of P is associated via x with [B, C] . Let Y be an iterated 
@-product of those prime factors of P associated via x with prime factors of A. The 
mate under I% of an element of u(Y) is in u(A) + u(B) by the form g((f) Qp 1)x of h, 
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but is in v(P) + u(Q) by the hypothesis that l% = r#e)Qp 1); it must therefore be in 
u(r). It follows from Proposition 7.7 that Y is constant, and since P has no constant 
prime factors this means that all the prime fxtors ofP are associated via x with 
prime factors of I). 
For brevity, let us write 
RI’= [Q,,M] QPP, C'= [B,C] @A 
so that {f, : C’-+C. In the central morphism x : M’ Qb N -+ C” Qp D, we now know 
that afl the prime factors of M’ are associated with prime factors of D. Apply Pro- 
position 4.30 to this situation; it gives a shape R, a central morphism M + Cd 69 R 
(which without lass we can take to be the identity) and a central morphism 
P : M’ # R --, D, so that x = (1 CiD f)w, as in the first row of the foilowing dia@am, 
dn which w is the evident central moryhism: 
The diagram evidentty commutes. Now the hypothesis Ph = q (( t>cS 1) for 11: 
MO Iv + S clearly mfeans that the graph of the composite R( 143) t)w is $({[j@ 1), 
where 5: M@ (C@ R) + S is the restrictlon of q to arM + UC + UR + Us. By induc- 
tion,g(IQD~)wisr(~p~QDl)foraIlowablep:P-*Qatfdr:rNCg)(C~R)-*S. 
Therefore, since (p): M’ 4 M, 
has the requisite form &pMD I) for q = r(1 @ (CflM I )) . 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 7.8. 
Roof of Theorem 2.4. Let T, S be proper shapes and let h, h’: T + S be allowable 
natural transformations ina(E) with I% = I%‘; we are to prove that h = Iz’. Suppose 
inductively that it is NI for all smaller values (if any) of r(ls); note that ‘r(h) = 
t(T) + r(S) = r(h’). By Lemma 7.5, we may suppose that none of the prime factors 
of T or of S is constant. 
If both h and h’ are central we have h = It’ by Theorem 4.9. So we may suppose 
that h is of one of the other forms (7.1 I0 
If h is of the formy7r(f), we havey’lh = n(f) wherefis allowable. But then 
“8 11’ = n(f), where f’ = 8 (~j~‘Ir’) is also allowable by ( 1.2). Since h and h’ have 
the same graph, so do f and f’; hence f’ = f by the inductive hypothesis, whence 
$I’ = h. 
Ifhisoftheforn~_~((@g)x,wehavey’l!& =fOg:A@B-+C@D.Then 
if”{.~j-‘h’x”‘) = rO,-*&) = rfCra rg; so that by Proposition 7.6y”‘hjc” =f’@g’ 
for akwable f ‘: A --* C and g’: k# -+ D with ff’f= rf’ and rg = L”g’, whence f’ = f 
arid g’ =g by the inductive hypothesis. Hence h’ = h. 
There rem&ns the case where k is of the formg({ 1)x. Then it may be the 
case that the graph K’fof pis of the form 
A ------+(lr’:Gl @E)QPff ~6yB 
0 
for some central o and some p, a; in this case we have I% = rg(Crf>@ I)rX. Here, 
since ( ) is natural. as in (S.S), 
It now follows easily that C% = r(W (F3 1) $I for some T and for some central $. Per- 
haps u is of the form 
E-(‘IX, Y] @Z) 6p w --“---+F 
sp Kt(A)@l) 
for some central # and some K , X: but E has etrictly fewer prime factors than A, since 
[F, Cl is a prime factor of A but not of E; 2 has strictly fewer prime factors than E; 
and so on. Thus this process terminates, and ultimately we have an expression for 
1% of the form 
where JJ is central and [ is nut of the form (75). Moreover [Q,M] is not constant 
since T has no constant prime factors. By Theorem 4.9 there is a central natural 
transformation y : T-+ ([@A#] 69 P) @ N with ry = ~1. From Proposition 7.8 applied 
to h>*- ’ and hjl*l we conclude that &.C = q((p)@ 1) and h’yN1 = q’((p’)pP 1) for 
Jlowabfe p, p’: P + Q and allowable q, 4’: MO M +S with i$ = rp’ and rq = Fq’. 
It follows from the inductive hypothesis that p = p’ and q = q’, so that h = h’. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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